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Gates of Olympus Game Description
It’s said the great gods of old would always shower
favour on the faithful and devoted,  and with an all ways pays slot formula, it
definitely feels like we’re the chosen one in the Gates of  Olympus slot online.
Presided over by King of the Gods Zeus himself, the Gates of Olympus slot machine has a
 colossal 6x5 reel format, and excellent features like free spins, and multipliers.
How
to Play Gates of Olympus Slot Online
When playing  the Gates of Olympus slot machine the
main thing you need to know is that this slot uses an all  ways pay energine. This means
that winning combinations are formed by landing 8 or more matching symbols, but these
do  not need to be adjacent or in a cluster.
To play Gates of Olympus follow these
steps:
Load the Gates of Olympus  slot at Slingo Set your stake amount. Wagers start
from as little as 20p a spin and max out at  £125 per spin. When you’re happy with your
wager click spin to set the reels in motion. (Optional) Configure autoplay  to have the
Gates of Oympus slot machine play through up to 1,000 spins for you.
A variety of
symbols are  used in the Gates of Olympus slot machine including 5 low-paying gemstones,
and med-tier symbols such as a ring, goblet  and sand timer. The highest-paying standard
symbol is the golden crown. There’s no wild used in this slot, but there  is a scatter
symbol which is represented by Zeus himself.
Gates of Olympus Characters and
Features
Tumble Feature
The tumble feature comes into  play each time a winning
combination is landed. The winning symbols will be removed from the reels and new
symbols  will tumble down onto the reels to fill the gaps. This can cause a new winning
combination and can repeat  the process multiple times until no new winning combinations
are formed.
Multiplier Feature
Zeus is found to the right of the reel  set and can come
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to life at random to trigger the multiplier feature. When this happens Zeus will add a
 winged orb to the reels. Each orb has a multiplier value which can start at 2x and
reach a maximum  of 500x. Landing more than one orb at a time will add the multiplier
values together, so, for example a  2x and a 6x multiplier would be added together for a
total value of 8x. Multiplier orbs can be triggered  during both the base game and the
free spins bonus round.
Free Spins
Landing 4-6 Zeus scatter symbols will trigger the
free  spins bonus round and add a prize payout of 3-100x your stake amount. Players will
be given 15 free spins  and each time a multiplier is added its value will be added on
to existing values. It’s possible to retrigger  the free spins bonus round an unlimited
amount of times, and three more scatters will award another 5 spins.
Ante Bet
Players
 can opt to activate the Ante Bet feature which costs an additional 25 coins per spin.
In exchange for this  extra cost more scatter symbols are added to the reels which
increases the chances of activating the free spins bonus  round.  
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